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anama 'bamboo', aanoma iater', andama 'string', aamba 'path', unaane 'It

is a bag', mayaamba 'taro', ema 'you', oyama 'door'. Bee in chapter XIII

describes five vowels for Usarufa, finding the central varieties to be in com-
plementary distribution by interpreting the lower quality as a sequence of

two and long with the higher being short and single. Her material resembles

the Auyana since we use a and aa also. The other languages in the family

also have at least six vowels, with Awa having a seventh.

3. Noun Morphophonemics

Phonemes are modified in various ways when morphemes are juxtaposed.

This is the case with all types of words. However, we indicate some of the

changes occurring in word structure when nouns are involved, leaving the

verb morphophonemics for later analysis. A rather complete treatment is

given by Bee in Chapter XIV. Indications are that the morphophonemics

for Auyana are more consistent through both nouns and verbs whereas

Usarufa rules change between noun and verb and close-knit noun phrases.

Nouns in Auyana are those word bases which may occur with the nom-
inative suffix -maN!^ Both nouns and their affixes may be divided into three

classes: Class 1 terminates with /q/; Class II with a nasal; and Class III with

a vowel. The nasal of Class II is not actualized unless an affix or another

word base follows the item in question. A noun complex (word base plus

affixes or a closely knit noun phrase consisting of a descriptive plus head

noun) usually requires the nominative suffix whether said in isolation or as

a part of a sentence. Examples of the three classes follow:

Cla
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kaeqa (two + allomorph of nominative suffix) 'two'; kaeq + padoi>

kae padoima *two arrows'; kaeq + tomeyoq > kae tamayoqa 'two sticks';

maiq -\--kabaN > maikabamba (pit beside) 'beside the pit'. (B) Final

glottal stop becomes /d/ preceding initial vowel; kaeq + iyampoi > kaed

iyampoima 'two boys'; oq + -e > ode (star it-is) 'It is a star.' (C) Glottal

stop is retained before nasals, and sometimes in isolation: kaeq -h maan-

kadaq > kaeq maankada 'two knives'. Usually, however, the form is cited

with the nominative suffix: kaeq or kaeqa 'two', kaeq maankadaqa 'two

knives'.

3.2. Class II

Class II stems or affixes exhibit the following changes. (A) The final

nasal is lost before silence, becomes /m/ before bilabials, /n/ elsewhere:

iyaN + maN > iyamba 'dog\ aidaaN + padoi + -maN > aidaam padoima

'old arrow', oqoN + paasa + -maN > oqom paasama 'another comb',

iyaN ~\- -toN + maN> iyantomba 'lots of dogs', aidaaN + tamayoq + -qa

> aidaan tamayoqa 'old stick', kuN -\- -e > kune 'It is an axe', eiyaiN +
ontoN + -maN > eiyain ontomba 'four stones'. The nominative suffix has

a final nasal, but when forms with this suffix are cited in isolation, the final

nasal is lost: poima 'pig', iyamba 'dog', noyaaqa 'fish'. (B) Class II stems

or affixes cause a following initial nasal to become a voiced stop having the

same point of articulation as the original nasal: eiyaiN + maankadaq >
elyaim baankadaqa 'four knives', ontaN -f maN > ontamba 'stone',

oqoN H- noN + -maN > oqon domba 'another river', kuN -h -ne >kunde

'with an axe'.

3.3. Class III

Class 111 stems or affixes cause the following changes. An initial /p/ of a

following suffix (or word) becomes /b/ and an initial /k/ or /kw/ becomes

Igl or Igwl: ana + piN + -maN > anabimba 'in the bamboo', kigau +
-paq + -maN > kigaubaqd^ 'to the garden', moda + kwaasi + -maN >
moda gwaasima 'one person'.

The nominative suffix, which acts as a classifier, occurs final in the noun

complex. Thus before a verb the nominative suffix, being Class 11, causes

the morphophonemic changes cited above. The nominative suffix occurs

only with the head noun in a close-knit noun phrase. This suffix has the

following allomorphs: (-ma^-N)^-qa, the alternants in parentheses being

free following Class III items. The last alternant, -qa, occurs with Class I

stems. Following the description above. Class II items cause the nasal of

the suffix to become /b/. Hence we have such examples as taaqa 'sugar cane',

kobadamba 'beans', and kisaama 'sweet potato' from the three classes. The

* The suffix qa is an allomorph of maN.
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alternant designated -N has the same morphophonemic characteristics as

described for the final nasal of Class II items.

4. Noun Affixes

Auyana nouns may occur with prefixes to indicate pronominal possessives,

and with suffixes to indicate categories such as possession, similarity, con-

junction, accompaniment, instrument, purpose, acquisition, locative, predi-

cative, interrogative, and vocative.

4.1. Person Prefixes

Possessive prefixes occur with certain inalienable nouns including with

others body parts and kinship terms. There are three prefixes indicating

this personal possession:

s-^su-^si- first person singular, dual, and plural

0'^a- second and third person singular

t-^tu-^d- second and third dual, and plural

The distribution of allomorphs is phonologically defined. Thus: (A) s- and

t- occur preceding /o/, /u/, /aa/, /i/; and 0- preceding /o/ and /aa/. Examples:

s-oiqa 'my mouth', s-udamba 'my eye', s-aaqa *my ear', s-iqa 'my nose',

ke s-idoma 'my brother-in-law', ke s-isaabugoma 'my great grandparent',

ke s-aaninko 'my son', ke s-isaamba 'my son-in-law'; t-oiqa 'their mouths',

t-udamba 'their eyes', t-aaqa 'their ears', t-iqa 'their noses', 0-oiqa 'your/

his/her mouth', 0-aaqa 'your/his/her ear', 0-aaninko 'your/his/her son'. (B)

su- and tu- occur preceding /w/: su-wetamba 'my leg', tu-wetamba 'their

legs'. (C) si-, ti-, and a- occur elsewhere: si-samaima 'my foot', si-dumba

'my liver', si-mosamba 'my throat', ke si-noma *my mother'; ti-samaima

'their feet', ti-dumba 'their livers', ti~mosamba 'their throats', ti-nowama

'their mother'; a-udamba 'your/his eye', a-mosamba 'your/his throat', a-iqa

'your/his nose', a-nowama 'his mother', a-idowama 'his brother-in-law',

a-isaankoma 'his son-in-law', a~isaabugoma 'his great grandparent'.

Free forms of the pronouns may be used to avoid ambiguity. The first

person singular of these forms is preferred before kinship terms as in the

examples cited above. The free forms distinguish between the various per-

sons and singular, dual, trial, and plural numbers.

Sing Dual Trial PI

1st kema kedaima kesaama kesaama

2nd ema kenadaima kenadauma kenadawaqa

3rd kwema mindadaima mindadauma mindadawaqa

4.2. Suffixes

Suffixes may be grouped into those that indicate morphological relations,

and those that mark syntactic relations. The former include dual, plural,
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limiter, augmentative, and state of being; the latter include suffixes to mark

relations between nouns, or between nouns and verbs, and suffixes which

indicate that the affixed base is an utterance.

4.2. 1 . Suffixes marking morphological relations

A. Dual, -dai^kai: kwaasi-dai 'two people', iyampoi-dai 'two boys',

si-yaan-kai-ma (my-hand-dual-nominative) *ten'.

B. Plural. -yoN^-toN (the first with Class III, the second with Classes I

and II): iyampoi-yom-ba 'boys', inaamadu-yom-ba 'girls', poi-yom-ba

'pigs', kwaasi~yom-ba 'men', kwaan-tom-ba 'opposums', iyan-tom-ba 'dogs',

noyaa-tom~ba 'fish', mai-tom-ba 'pits'.

C. Limiter, -yaa: inaamadu-yaa unaamba kweum (girl-only bag making)

*Only we girls make bags.'

D. Augmentative, ye^-te: kwaasai-ye sininimba (talk-augmentative talk-

woman) 'a talkative woman', oisan~ten malan kwaasi (goods-augmentative

put person) 'a man who keeps gathering riches'.

E. Stative. -koN (indicates that the base to which it is attached is viewed

as in a state of being): kwaasi-ko 'a man' or 'state of being a man' or even

'an action characteristic of a man', taai-go 'tree, being a tree', kadan-ko

'white man', aba-ko 'his younger brother'.

4.2.2. Suffixes marking syntactic relations between nouns

A. Possession, -a singular, -ti plural: ke sibon-a tomba 'my father's food',

mora iyampoikon-a tomba 'a boy's food', kaed iyampoi-ti tomba 'two boys'

food'.

B. Accompaniment
a. -kwadaq indicates that the base to which it is attached accompanies some

other one or thing (active): kisaa-kwada tusin akayo (sweet-potato-with

squash cook) 'Cook the sweet potato along with the squash', poi-kwada

kwassin kweti (pig-with man come-he) 'The pig is coming along with the

man.'

b, -te^-ye or -se^-e indicate that the base to which the morpheme is

attached is accompanied by another (passive): poi-yenlpoi-sen kwaasin

kweti 'The man is coming accompanied by a pig.' -te occurs with Classes II

and III. -e following stative -koN, and -yel-se elsewhere.

C. Similarity, -daaN ^ -kaaN: idaankabayaan-kaam-ban aamba (snake-

like road) 'a path like a snake', anda-daam-ba 'vinelike'.

4.2.3. Suffixes marking syntactic relations between nouns and verbs

A. Referent (also indicates a question), -yabaya^-tabaya (the latter

with Classes I and U): taa-tabaya kwankai (sugar-cane-for wants) 'Does

he want sugar cane?'

B. Instrument, -nei: nointantaaq-nei tubuqmai (what-thing-with hit) 'What

did he use to hit?'
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C. Purpose, -yaaq^-taaq (the latter with Classes I and II): kwaasai-

yaaq-an kudai (language-for talk) 'He went to talk', kun-taaq-a naaum-
paqan konaum (axe -for house-in I-go) 'I will go into the house for an axe.'

D. Locative

a. -paq^-baq 'place at, to, on': kigau-baq-a 'to the garden', mada-baq-a
'on the ground'.

b. -piN^-biN 'in, on'; kigau-bim-ba 'in the garden', unaam-pim-ba 'in

the bag'.

c. -keN 'from': kigauba-kem-ba 'from the place of the garden', anabin-

kem-ba 'from inside the bamboo'.

d. -daq^-kaq 'around, near, at': kigau-daq-a 'around the garden', nan-

kaq-a 'on the house'.

e. 'dabaN^-kabaN 'beside, along': kudi~dabam-ba 'beside the fence',

aan-kabam-ba 'along the path'.

f. -a or -aq interrogative with -piN and -keN: kigaubin-a 'Is it in the

garden?', kigauba-ken~aq 'Is it from the garden?'

4.2.4. Suffixes marking predicative expressions

A. -we^-e occurs final in an utterance and predicates the base to which
it is attached: kigau-we 'It is a garden', non-e 'It is water.'

B. -waqi^-aqi occurs final and marks an interrogative: kigau-waqi 'Is it

a garden?', non-aqi 'Is it water?'

C. -o occurs with personal names indicating that the person is being

called: konka-o 'Oh, Konka!', aqina-o 'Oh, Aqina!'

5. Verb Morpiioi.ogy

5.1. General

The verb complex in Auyana has both prefixes and suffixes. A substantially

complete analysis and description which parallels the Auyana is given by

Bee (see Chap, XIV) for the Usarufa, Analysis for the Auyana is not com-
plete at this time. The categories marked by verbal affixation in Auyana
include at least the following: tense-aspect, voice, person, mode, and cer-

tain affixes to indicate relationships between clauses and to anticipate the

person subjects of a following clause.

Tense-aspect forms include present, future, past, far past, customary, and
perfect. Voices include stative, completive, and benefactive. Persons include

the subject of the verb, and, for a closed set of verbs, an obligatory object

(prefixes of the same form used to mark person possessors with inalienable

nouns). Number for persons include singular, dual, and plural, and persons

are first, second, and third. However, not all possible contrasts are marked
in all instances. Often the same morpheme is used for second and third

persons plural and one for second and third person dual. In some instances

the singular and plural for first person is the same morpheme. Rules for

co-occurrence of classes of verb stems with the sets of morphemes to indi-
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cate person subject become complicated (see Chap. XIV). Modes include

indicative, imperative, prohibitive, and interrogative.

The relative order of the affixes to the verb stem is in general as follows:

Verb Stem + Voice + Tense-Aspect + Person-Subject + Mode

Object person markers precede the particular verb stems that require them

(e.g., to call, to show, to see, to give, etc.).

The morphophonemics resulting from combinations of affixes is com-

plicated. Again, Bee has worked out most of the basic rules for the Usarufa

(see Chap. XIV. Sec. 9). No attempt will be made here to demonstrate

such modifications for Auyana.

5.2. Verb Affixes

Some of the Auyana verb affixes are as follows:

A. Tense-aspect, kwe- present continuative (a unique prefix), -ya (with

dual persons) or -na future, -ka^-da past, -ya^ma perfect.

B. Voice, -koN stative, -suwa completive, ta^-ga comprehensive com-
plexive (e.g., 'Split all the wood, not just part of it').

C. Person-subject, -um first singular and plural, -0^-a second singular and

second and third plural, -/ third singular, -u first dual, -ai second and third

dual.

D. Mode, -e indicative, -o imperative, -bo prohibitive, -no interrogative.

Some examples of verb forms with person affixes and two of the tenses

follow.

kumo- 'to go, come down'

1st sing/pl

2nd sing/pl, 3rd pi

3rd sing

1 St dual

2nd/3rd dual

Other examples of verb forms:

kwe-isa-i (present-continuative-here-he) 'He hears.'

u-ma-sua-um (make-perfect-completive-1) '1 have made'

ati-yuwa-na-um-no (pour-completive-future-lst-singular-interrogative)

'Will 1 pour it all out?"

aqa a-ma-ka-a-no (already to-him-give-past-2nd-singular-interrogative)

'Have you already given it to her?'

u-ma-su-ka-um (make-perfect-completive-past-1) '1 had made.'

u-ma-sua-na-um (make-perfect-completive-future-I) '1 will have made.'

kwai-go-na-um (sleep-stative-future-I) 'I will be in the state of sleeping.'

naa-o (eat-vocative) 'You eat.'

Present
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na-sin-ka-i (eat-for-me-benefactive-he) 'He eats for me/us.'

na-sin-ka-da-i (eat-for-me-benefactive-past-he) 'He ate for me/us.'

no-i'bo (eat-he-prohibitive) 'He shouldn't eat!'

There are numerous suffixes with final verbs. Many of the suffixes that

occur with nouns also occur with verbs. We look forward to continued

analysis.
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